Abstract. The aim of research is to study the modern algorithms used in autopilots of unmanned aerial vehicles and formulation of the problem of development and usage of new intellectual methods for automatic control systems. The approach considered in the article is based on the theory of high-precision remote control of dynamic objects and on the complex interaction of methods of theory of invariance, adaptive control and intellectualization of processes of UAV control. One of the features of the proposed method of intellectual control for unmanned aerial vehicle autopilot is the procedure of transforming a multi-dimensional system into an aggregate of virtual autonomous processes, for each of which the control algorithm is easily generated by an autonomous subsystem. Coming up next is the procedure of coordination of actions of all the autonomous systems into single functioning complex. This provides an opportunity to improved precision and sustainability of control. Using the method described in the article allows creating integral and adaptive autopilots to perform complicated spatial maneuvering an unmanned aerial vehicle being based on usage of full non-linear models without simplifications and linearization.
Introduction
At present unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) are successfully used in various industries in performing scientific and engineering, economical, military and a number of other missions. Effectiveness of their functioning is mainly determined by an onboard suit of hardware and software of a UAV's control system, which, as a rule, is done by means of integrated avionics being based on a single computing platform. The automatic control system (ACS) mission is to provide the required dynamic precision within a wide range of aircraft parameters change.
The modern way of onboard control systems development reckons for control algorithms implementation using programmed modules written in high level programming languages based on the microprocessors of computing capacity being enough for the algorithms, in the form of a UAV's single autopilot hardware and software suit, to be realized (Fahlstrom & Gleason, 2012) .
The existing UAV automatic control systems perform UAV flying tasks, among which the following may be highlighted:
-fulfilling the controlled parameter commands;
-controlling intended to stabilize the preset parameters of an aircraft and its energy data; -performing UAV autonomous flight through the specified way points and into the targeted air spaces in automatic mode without pilot-operator's interference. AP detects deviation of the actual UAV flight trajectory from its programmed one and, according to the deviation value, generates commands to correct the UAV actual trajectory and controls the position and the direction of the UAV in the space throughout all the flight stages as well.
The process of the existing autopilot systems enhancement is intended to broaden the range of UAV's tasks without direct human involvement and introduce additional smart functions into autopilot operation.
Methodology and theoretical background
In designing UAV ACSs, automatic control theory methods are used together with usage of calculus of variation, optimal control, mathematic programming, game theory, intellectual control, flight data processing methods and etc. (Moiseyev, 2013) .
A UAV is a dynamic object with a big number of parameters and complex cross interfaces between them and described with the essentially nonlinear differential equations, simplification or linearization of which in solving complicated tasks with steep maneuvering of a UAV is not admissible. In addition, the common feature of the UAV control tacks, regardless of their types and applications, is the need to consider various evidences of uncertainty, the main sources of which are the following factors (Beardand & McLain, 2012) :
-indistinctness of functioning objectives and control tasks; -non-stationarity of UAV parameters and its control systems; -uncertainty of situation and flight plan performance conditions; -presence of random ambient environment influences; -incoming information deterioration in remote data transfer channels. The following conceptions have been laid down in the theoretical basis of the UAV intellectual control method, proposed the article authors:
1. nonlinear controlled objects full description conception and dynamically changing ambient environment, that allows to evaluate and use not only the present technological resource but the hidden full system potential; 2. control conception, that is realized by availability of the applied knowledge base with structural adaptation, that makes high precision UAV control: -with various uncertainty levels and limitations; -with integration of various navigation data sources; -with computational complexity that is optimal for the tasks assigned and specified communicational limitations; 3. tactical situations development recognition conception as a base for decision making in the conditions that are featured with high degree of uncertainty in the current navigation situation. Besides, the scientific platform of the proposed intellectual control system is based on the theory of high precision remote control of dynamic objects in the condition of uncertainty and complicated limitations. Effectiveness of the theory is achieved with complex interaction of the invariant theory, autonomy, adaptive virtual control as well as new engineering solutions, created by the staff of the article authors. Joint usage of theoretical and conceptual bases allows generating fundamentally new control algorithms for a UAV's autopilot that provide:
-high quality and stability of the controlled object while making complicated spatial flight trajectories with significant changes of flight altitude and speed and presence of essentially curved maneuvering segments in horizontal and vertical planes; -invariance to outer disturbances and adaptability to parametric uncertainties.
Review of the control methods of modern UAV's autopilots
The present article is dedicated to the modern algorithms study aspects that are used in UAV's AP and formulation of the problem of generation and usage of intellectual methods and UAV automatic control systems as well as description of the UAV intellectual control method proposed by the authors. Development of information technologies allows using complicated intellectual control methods even in relatively cheap in cost APs. Nowadays, there is a big number of ACSs for UAVs of different types and assignments, which differ from one another by both costs and algorithm structures used in them (Chao, Cao, & Chen, 2010) . But in a number of cases, there are the APs spread out that are positioned as universal control means for a wide range of UAVs and remain insufficiently effective since they don't fully take into account the structural features of a given UAV as well as essential UAV parameters nonlinearity in steep maneuvering.
Therefore, the forthcoming development of algorithms of UAV ACS is held with the purpose of covering still bigger range of decision making situations in the condition of significant uncertainty and approximating (and under certain parameters exceeding) UAV automatic control system performance to skilled pilot-operator behavior.
The modern UAV ACS designs are based on usage of both conventional proportional-integral differential (PID) controllers and prospective approaches: adaptive neuron networks, optimizing methods, fuzzy logic etc. (Feng, 2006) . Below are some of them considered:
Approach to UAV control based on PID controllers
In the source (Shilov, 2014) , the proportional-integral cascade (PI-cascade) (shown in the figure1 below) being applied to each axis of rotation (bank, pitch and yaw) is used as an automatic stabilization algorithm for UAV's angles of orientation as well as for flight altitude control.
In the Figure 1 : act α − UAV's current angle of orientation, des α − UAV's desired angle of orientation, err α − angle of orientation error, des Ω − desired angular velocity of rotation about an axis, act Ω − current angular velocity of rotation about an axis, err Ω − error of angular velocity of rotation about an axis, out Out − outcoming signal to UAV's control actuators. The results of computer modeling of performance (Shilov, 2014) existence of a control error caused by perturbing influence and does not allow to provide required dynamic precision of control of the angle of orientation while changing flight modes and ambient conditions. In their turn, the ACSs built on PID controllers have a number of advantages such as:
-simplicity and easiness of the controllers designing; -low requirements to computing resources; -simple control algorithms structure and relatively simple calculation of the controller coefficients. Along with the advantages the ACSs have the following flaws:
-PID controller's parameters resetting is needed when controlled object data are changed; -widespread methods of controller's settings, such as, for instance, intuitive setting, characteristic method, analytic method can't provide high quality control due to inability to change the controller's data while in the process of influence by disturbance and absence of PID controller parameters dynamic change; -calculating and setting the ACS controllers coefficients require significant correction at early stages of tests and operation, and, in a number of cases, admit unsatisfactory flight performance data. So, incorporation of PID controllers in non-linear systems without their being added with more sophisticated control strategies that compensate their disadvantages, put restrictions on reliability and precision of such control systems.
Approach to UAV control based on neural networks
UAV ACSs based on the adaptive neural network controller doesn't require a precise mathematical model, which is evident advantage of such ACS and suitable for multipurpose UAVs control (Calise & Rysdyk, 1998 ). An example of such ACS for controlling UAVs is proposed in (Johnson & Kannan, 2002) . The synthesis of the controller is made with division into the outer loop and the inner loop (shown in the Figure 2) . The outer loop controls UAV orientation by changing moments that act upon the UAV with control surfaces position changing. The outer loop controls the forced that act upon the UAV by changing thrust value and the UAV's orientation with engaging the inner loop.
In the Figure2: х − position vector, р -UAV position, ν − pseudo control vector, a − acceleration, α− angular acceleration, q − quaternion, ω − angular velocity, δ − control vector (control surfaces deflection), lower indexes,
Parametric uncertainty, which appears in the course of controlling a UAV, is minimized by using the adaptive element. Neural network (perceptron with one hidden layer as a universal approximator) is used as an adaptive element by Johnson and Kannan (2002) .
Among the disadvantages being proper to the systems of such type, one should mark algorithm structure complexity, unwanted adaptation to the input parameters of the controlled object such as dynamics of actuators, as well as long duration of the neural network study process to achieve high control precision, which, in its turn, decreases with emerging casual disturbance.
Approach to UAV control based on optimization methods
In the works of Lopez, R. Dormido, S. Dormido, and Gomez (2015) and Lopez, R. Dormido, Gomez, S. Dormido, and Diaz (2007), there is proposed control architecture for the inner and outer loops of ACS for UAV movement, which is realized with using an H∞-controller. An ACS consists of two loops: inner controller loop to provide robustness for parametric uncertainty and outer loop for tracking the reference model (shown in the Figure 3) .
The inner loop structure is intended to control the angles of pitch, bank, yaw as well as the engine thrust.
Two different controllers refer to the outer loop: controllers of altitude and course. Both controllers are synthesized by using H∞ optimization.
The modeling results that are presented by Lopez et al. (2015) show that using H∞ controller doesn't provide the control with required parameters of stability and quality with simplifying the controlled object model. So, they set high requirements for quality, completeness and precision of the reference mathematical models. As a rule, optimization requires a significant number of computing resources and much time. Using H∞ controller to control a non-linear object involving simplified linearized controlled object model causes parametric uncertainty. 
Approach to UAV control based on fuzzy logic
Fuzzy logic control systems can be used in many fields including UAV flight control. Together with studies of other modern control strategies, a plenty of works are dedicated to incorporation of fuzzy logic controllers into APs (Ross, 2004) . Conventional fuzzy logic control system structure consists of four basic components: knowledge base, interface for converting discrete set into fuzzy one, derivation mechanism and interface for converting fuzzy set into discrete one. The block diagram for a fuzzy logic control system is shown in the Figure 4 below. Synthesis of UAV's autopilot with usage of fuzzy logic is given in work of Kumon et al. (2006) . The AP consists of three controllers based on fuzzy logic (one controller is used for controlling UAV's side movements, two of themfor controlling lateral movement). To improve precision of control the velocity control unit and the cancelation unit for disturbances caused by wind gusts have been added to the autopilot. The proposed system structure is given in the Figure 5 .
According to the results of modeling, given by Kumon et al. (2006), it is understood that in presence of disturbances a UAV not always comes up to the specified waypoint which results in trajectory curvature and extra maneuvers and imprecisions in holding specified flight altitude emerge as well.
The common disadvantages of the control system based on fuzzy logic methods include design complexity of the systems of this kind, extended process of tuning and analysis of adequacy of the designed real model system, high requirements for the rule bases for the fuzzy system realized.
From what has been said above emerges that the control systems of the majority of unmanned aerial vehicles being built on the basis of the approaches mentioned above have limited performance capabilities focused on automatic or semiautomatic operation modes in specified conditions. Utilizing conventional intellectual control methods without extra actions as for their performance quality improvement doesn't provide required precision and autonomous control. Therefore, a new approach to the issues of effective control of UAVs of different purposes in various and unexpected conditions is needed.
Development and description of integral adaptive autopilot
To eliminate the flaws of the abovementioned methods of building UAV's ACSs, the authors propose the new method and algorithm of integral and adaptive autopilot. High performance of the modern integrated avionics suits enables, in real time, to carry out, directly on board the UAV, both coefficient adjustments and reconfiguration of the control system structure, thereby improving quality and stability of the control process for a wide range of flight assignments. Reckoning for that, the authors have proposed the integral and adaptive autopilot (shown in the Figure 6 ) that enables removing a number of flaws of the modern UAV's ACSs, in particular: -to compensate cross connections and mutual influence between the control channels; -to provide for generation of integral and adaptive control commands through all the channels and to achieve improved quality and stability of controlling while performing complex spatial trajectories with big changes of the flight altitude and velocity, as well as in presence of essentially curved segments of maneuvering in vertical and horizontal planes; -to achieve the UAV control precision improvement in presence of outer and inner disturbances. The structural diagram of the integral and adaptive autopilot contains: generator of given control parameters, roll error formation unit, pitch error formation unit, sensor unit, coordinated turn calculating unit, roll virtual control dynamics unit, yaw virtual control dynamics unit, pitch virtual control dynamics unit, aerodynamic data storage and approximation unit, linear computing unit and nonlinear computing unit.
Such structure has been chosen to realize UAV control in the class of virtual strategies (Pavlov & Pavlova, 2015) . In this case, virtual control acts as a conventional control virtualization method with usage of PID controllers (Grytsenko, Volkov, Komar, & Bogachuk, 2018) .
The virtual control (VC) allows studying the controlled object comprehensively without simplifications and linearization of equation systems describing it (Pavlov & Pavlova, 2015) . In this case, VC envisages the problem solving in two stages.
The first stage -to synthesize a virtual object with invariant and autonomously organized control being based on the original real object.
The second stage -to synthesize the real control of a real object after the virtual object and the virtual control.
The first stage's objective is synthesis of a virtual object and searching for the area of possible control of the virtual object, which enables to solve the problem of synthesis of the real object control in the second stage being based on the virtual control.
In the structural diagram, the units forming the layers of virtual control are marked with a dotted line. The real commands for aileron deflection angles δ a , elevator δ e and rudder δ r are generated at the output of the nonlinear computing unit.
Differential equation system that describes the virtual object has, in comparison with the output equation system that describes the real object, redundant solutions, and the output equation system's solutions are simultaneously the solutions of the new system. Insuring invariant and autonomous conditions for all the array of the new system's solutions will automatically insure invariance and autonomy for the output equation system's solutions.
Usage of VC allows considering full non-linear models of objects without admitting simplifications and linearization. Using such, an approach allows to design fundamentally new non-linear controllers that ensure stability of the controlled objects as well as invariance to outer and inner disturbances.
Accordingly, the designed UAV integral and adaptive spatial maneuvering control autopilot works in the following way to insure.
The generator of given control parameters cyclically generates the time sequence of the command signals for roll γ cmd and pitch ϑ cmd to insure targeted spatial maneuvering in horizontal and vertical planes respectively.
At the sensor unit output the UAV's current state signals, such as the sensor signals for roll γ, yaw ψ, pitch ϑ, the sensor signal for air temperature T, the sensor signal for barometric pressure B, the sensor signal for air speed, the sensor signals for accelerations n x , n y , n z and angular velocity signals ω x , ω y , ω z are generated in the UAV associated coordinate system 0XYZ, origin of which is places in the UAV's center of mass, the 0X axis lies in the UAV's plane of symmetry and directed to the UAV's nose part, the 0Y axis lies in the UAV's plane of symmetry and directed upwards (in horizontal flight), and the 0Z axis adds the system to the right.
The error formation units for roll and pitch, after the command roll γ cmd and pitch ϑ cmd signals that come from the generator of given control parameters, generate the signals of the form cmd Δγ = γ − γ and cmd Δϑ = ϑ − ϑ respectively. The signals for the current roll angle γ and pitch ϑ come from the sensor unit. Then the error signals for roll and pitch come to the virtual control dynamic units for roll angle and pitch.
The signals of roll angle γ, air speed sensor V, side acceleration n z , and angular velocity ω y about the 0Y axis from the sensor unit are sent to the coordinated turn calculated unit, which, in order to ensure a UAV coordinated turn without sideslip, generates the error signal for the coordinated turn angular Δω y velocity and the error signal for the side acceleration in the following way:
where g -acceleration of gravity, K RY -coordinated turn displacement, n z -side acceleration current value. The error signals for the coordinated turn angular velocity Δω y and the error signals for the side acceleration Δn z from the coordinated turn calculation unit come from the yaw virtual control dynamics unit. The roll virtual control dynamics unit, the yaw virtual control dynamics unit and the pitch virtual control dynamics unit collectively constitute the first level of virtual control for UAV's spatial maneuvering. These units give the idea of multidimensional control system in the form of a complex of independent one-dimensional autonomous control systems for roll p γ , yaw p ψ and pitch p ϑ : (1)
where p γ , p ψ , p ϑ − command signals of virtual control of roll, yaw and pitch the unit's outputs. With this presentation of the system (1) for these autonomous relations, they can use all the design methods that are developed for one-dimensional systems, such as, for instance, the methods for building proportionate integral differential controllers, the methods for building speed-optimized controllers and others. By adding the control algorithms using PID controllers with virtual control, one can achieve higher quality of control by eliminating the PID controller's deficiencies. The roll virtual control dynamics unit, the yaw virtual control dynamics unit and the roll virtual control dynamics unit compute the command signals for virtual control of roll p γ , yaw p ψ and pitch p ϑ by the following relations: 
( ) effective the process of autopilot integral adaptation to the maneuvering real conditions will be. The coefficients for aerodynamic forces and moments needed for calculations are in the aerodynamic data storage and approximation unit in the form of data tables with coefficients of aerodynamic forces and moments that are generated based on the aerodynamic study the relevant UAV.
Based on the second level virtual control signals x w , y w , z w the non-linear computing unit, on the basis of the linear equations solution and allowing for the signals of aerodynamic forces and moments coefficients that are coming from the aerodynamic data storage and approximation unit and the UAV's current state signals that are coming from the censor unit, generates the real control commands for the deflection angles of ailerons a δ , elevator e δ and rudder r δ , which are afterwards sent to the UAV's control surfaces actuators in the form of angles of their deflection.
The developed autopilot has the following advantages: -it processes the cross interfaces and compensate mutual influence between the UAV control channels; -it provides for integral adaptation of the control commands that were generated for all the control channels; -it improves precision and increase reliability of performing complicated spatial flight trajectories; -it allows to adapt to essential changes in flight altitude and speed of the unmanned aerial vehicle; -it enables maneuvering in vertical and horizontal planes with essentially curved segments; -it increases quantity and enhance effectiveness of the alternate ways of a UAV movement planning.
Conclusions
Most of the works that dedicated to the intellectual adaptive control are based on the linear or essentially simplified non-linear mathematical models of a controlled object. In its turn, the problem of intellectual control of a class of non-linear complex systems remains an opened and crucial issue. Solving the issues for effective controlling UAVs of different purposes in various and unpredictable conditions changing fast, requires new approaches to synthesis of non-linear controllers. One of the modern tools for solving the issues is incorporating intellectual control systems into the prospective UAVs.
The studies carried out have proven insufficient effectiveness of the conventional UAV control systems performance in presence of outer disturbances and in case of steep UAV maneuvering.
Using the method described in the article allows creating integral and adaptive autopilots to perform complicated spatial maneuvering an unmanned aerial vehicle being based on usage of full non-linear models without simplifications and linearization. This provides an opportunity to use broadened range of parameters and alternative options for on-board systems structural organization as well as improved precision and sustainability of control. One of the points of the method is the procedure of transforming a multi-dimensional system into an aggregate of virtual autonomous processes, for each of which the algorithm is easily generated an autonomous subsystem. Coming up next is the procedure of coordination of actions of all the autonomous systems into single functioning complex.
The developed laws of adaptive control of UAV movements are synthesized on the basis of invariance and autonomy. These laws meet the hybrid system requirements and enable controlling UAVs in the conditions where their movements are described by non-linear dynamic equation systems.
